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~owadais,with computer supported analysis of databases, constructing bibliometric
or scientometric indicators may be considered as easy. In bibliography, many of those
indicators may be found. The problem seems to us more to verify the accuracy of the
global analysis, including the sampling of data. The global coherence of an analysis
depends of the adequacy of all the steps of the analysis. We built and used an
experimentation to demonstrate this through an example. Keeping the same protocol
for data collections, we will use the same indicators over the various samples.

Introduction
The scientific production of a laboratory, abilities in collaboration building (', 2, )' are
used as indicators of the activity of this laboratory even if they are only quantitative
We will use this indicator to show the
indicators and not quality indicators
accuracy of these indicators through various bibliographic databases. Because of the
controversy about these indicators, we will use it over our laboratory.

e).

Data Collection
One of our laboratory activity is bibliometry, scientometry and informetry. Those three
words are nowadays well recognized and defined
We used those keywords with
the Dialog dialindex to get the databases with the best coverage in this area. Our
purpose is not to built the best data collection in each database. Our purpose is more
to show the individual perception of each database, using key words recognized by
the scientists of the area. Table 1 gives the main responses.

(3.

Table 1Our data collection strategy with DIALOG << DIALINDEX B.

Then, considering this result we used a maximum of CD-ROM for internal database
constitutio. LISA and PASCAL were collected out of CD-ROM. Due to the great
amount of duplicates between SCISEARCH, SOCIAL SCISEARCH and CURRENT
CONTENTS SEARCH, the last database was not considered. An internal database
has been downloaded from DIALOG from the two other databases without duplicates.
Due to variability between CD-ROM and databases the internal databases do not
have exactly the same amount of references. For example, PASCAL does not exist in
CD-ROM before 1987. The producers of those three internal databases are' different
(English for LISA, French for PASCAL, and American for SCISERACH). Two of these
databases are multidisciplinary (SCISEARCH and PASCAL), and one thematic
(LISA). The amount of bibliographic notices is reported in Table 2
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Table 2 Number of bibliograpic notices in our internal databases
Infernal database
SCISEARCH + SOCIAL SCISEARCH 01/95 Dialog
PASCAL from 1673-1994 CDROM
LlSA from 1994 CDROM

Nbm of bibliogtaphic notices

803
1191
2229

Treatments

.
'

.

Over those databases, several treatments were achieved for intemal reasons. We
are now presenting few of them. 'Instead of building a common database without
duplicates, we kept the separate databases to demonstrate the particularity of each
one. Each database has his indexation practice, sources and point of view. Applying
the same treatment over each separate database will outline the specificity.
Specificily in fields constitution and indexation practice
Outlining the databases' specificity could seem obvious but is very important. The
SCISEARCH is the only database including authots citations, but indudes a weak
keyword index (2401803 references) which is better in PASCAL and LISA.
SCISEARCH is also the only database who gives a description of the activity of the
publicationjournal. Our next treatment will attempt to emphasize those specificities.
Specificify in sources and abstracting practice
To outline this point we determined the co-authors' groups. We do have a software
able to build groups (for example authors' groups) with a propagation algorithm ('1.
This algorithm is not at all based on a classic clustering technique, but use the natural
structure of coauthoring (1
' . This algorithm only uses the co-presence of items in
references. This means that the algorithm determines which are all the co-authors of
an author. Then the algorithm determines which are the co-authors who work with the
co-authors, and continue until there are no new co-authors in the group. Then, the
algorithm builds a new database, linking, for each group, the affiliations, keywords,
papers used by this group in all the studied database. When a group is finished, other
groups are built up to the last author is entering a group or determined as an
individual author. This algorithm may be applied over any field in the studied
database. We choose authors' groups, but we could build keyword groups. The linked
fields to the group may also be chosen depending of the interest of the analysis. This
algorithm works very well with authors because the relations between authors are
finite. Table 3 represents our laboratory in the SCISEARCH database with the
parameters explained in Table 4.

Table 3 Our laboratory group in the SCISEARCH database
Numbers betwen parenthesis are frequencies
A
OR '
D o u H ( $ T u O i A M L (2); H A s s m u y P (2)
COAUTHORS RELATIONS :
DOU H [hassanaly p (2). quoniam 1 (2))
HASSANALY P [dou h (2). quoniam 1 (2)]
QUONIAM L [dou h (2), hassanaly p (2)]
AFFILIATIONS :
DOU H [marseille; france (3))
HASSANALY P [ma.rseille; france (2))
QUONIAM L [marsedle;france (2)]
JOURNAL SUBJECT CATEGORY :
DOU H [information science 8 library science (2)]

Table 4 Analysis parameters
Author M i u m Frequency:
2
Cogumonminimum hequmcy:
1
Relations with other tie& minimum-h
2
Other fields in SCISEARCH: aftihbon, pubkcah year,m,
Jounal slrbjcct c a m ,
author keymwds, keymxds phs.
Other fields in PASCAL: affiliation, publication year, souce. English -ton.

With such parameters, our laboratory, through SCISEARCH, is perceived as a small
laboratory (3 persons), without collaborations and which publish few (a maximum of 3
articles) in journals of the area of infonnation science & library science.
With exactly the same parameters, we treated the LlSA databases. First, it is
important to notice the impossibility to extract affiliations out of the LlSA CD-ROM.
The author field is not homogeneous. A bibliometric treatment of this field requires a
manual control of the database. Table 5 shows the output of the treatment.
Table 5 Our laboratory group in the LlSA database
Nulnkrs khnasnpa-i

amhquancid%

A
Dou (8);
R$
Qwniam (6 La Tda (2)
c m o R RwimNBm u [hassanaly(71, tela (21, &m
(6)l

iTAH
Q

DoU[l989(2 1988 )]
HISSANALY 089 (2f 1988 (211
QUONIAM [ l989 )]
KEY
:
.
DOU [ chemislry (2), bibliomebks,6),
HISSANALY [chemistry (2 b i b k m - 5 Z m a t e n a k
QUONIAM p i b l i o m e (51,
~ h r y matetiak (S), stock (S)]

woks

.

stock(B),(611stock (B)]

The perception of our laboratory begins to be different. Our laboratory appears to be
constituted by four authors that still publish few (a maximum of height papers in the
last six years). The initial specificity of our laboratory appears (chemistry).
With exactly the same parameters we treated the PASCAL database. Table 6 shows
the output of the treatment. Our working group is now made of 18 authors which
publish normally (a maximum of 20 publications for a 7 year period). Collaborations
appear with the IBM CEMAP Center of Paris (Huot and Bedecarrax), with the IRlT in
Toulouse (Dousset, Dkaki, Koussoube), with the CEDOCAR (CEntre de
Documentation des ARmees) (Paoli, Dionne, Hilaire, Longevialle) and the CNRS
URA 1409 G.O.A.E. (Kister). The initial specificity of our laboratory appears
(chemistry), but also a rather good definition of our activity in information science
(automated processing, classification, code, data analysis, data processing, decision
making, downloading, graphics, information layout, information processing, on line
processing, patent document, relational analysis, research indicator, research
program, scientific research, scientific technical information, software, statistical
analysis, technological awareness, tool, user interface). Our publications in French
journals appear too (Cahiers de la documentation).

Table 6 Our working group in the PASCAL database
Nunberr ba4waem parenthack..refnqrrntiar

I

AUTHORS :
M U H (2a); -Y
P (16); QUONLAM L (14); PAOU C (S); LA TELA A
DOUSSET B 4): ROSTAING H
LONGEMALL€ C ); HUOT C (1;NNOL W (2 :KOUSSOUBE S (2); I U k R J C1): HlWl$E A (2); DT
DloNNE M c (2 B Y w D P 0;
c
COAUTHORS kEUlWNS :

B E D E ~m

8);

DOU H [ C a b de la doarmentation(2), Sdentomefrics C3));
QUONlAM L lCahitrs de ta documentation m.
-.Scientomeba (31
PUB-TION
DATE :

.

HIMRE' A-[data p & d n g (211;

. ..

. --

HUOT C Ibeliomebic a?(2), database 2).'application(2), data processing (2). data analysis (2). patent document (2).
relabonal analvse (21. btbtiometrm i3k:
KISTER J scientific r&eaidi'@), tool (2), rGarch program (211;
KOUSSO BE S pibliome? (2). gmphics (2). Normation layout (2). 6.b p r y ? ) , mformath p r e g m];
LA =LA A [ c h e m m (21, scmtomehcs (3 data processmg Q), stawcal analyss ( ) bilrometry p),saemlic research (2),
bibtiometric anatysis (3). database
M o a d i n g (411;
LONGNLALLE C [data analysis (2). bibliomebk analysis (2), database (211;
NlVOL W [biiliometrks (2). bibliomebic analysis (2). method (2)];
PAOLl C [bibliographic data ), database (3), bbliometric analysis (4)J;
Q U O N l g L Jnformetrics ( ), dassification Q, code (2), bibliographic data (2), information processing (2). example (2),
saentmc bterature (2). data a n a l p (2), patent document g), methodology (2). congress (2), Wlshed doarment (2),
automated processing (2). evaluation (2), biMiometry (3). statistical analysis (3), a line proassirg (3), downloading
(4). data processing (4).
(4),.hnce (4). scientificresearch (41, biiomebics (S), sdentomebics (S), database
(71, chernrstry (8). bibhome@ analyss (lo)];
ROSTAING H lbibliometrics 12). saent~ficlrterature (2), biliometric analysis (2). technological awareness (2), information

J

A,

P

Discussion
Depending on indicators, macro or micro level bibliometry, (9 , 10) and the application
country, the incidence of the chosen database may be more important than the
chosen indicator. An indicator may be considered efficient when he does not change

);

the perception of the reality. What appends if the reality of the database is wrong?
We did show that an American multidisciplinary database and an English specific
database may deeply under estimate the activity of a French laboratory. Any one can
imagine that the French multidisplinary database over-estimates the activity of this
laboratory. We are not convinced of this point because it a multidisciplinary database,
not exhaustive in information science. A consideration of both estimations (under and
over) is the minimum for an t< objective B evaluation. This leads us also to keep
separate databases from various producers to emphasize the contrast between
databases. For place consideration, and to minimize the political problems of
searchers' evaluation, we just use the sample of our working group. This experience
can be use with most of scientists' groups that are often under or over estimated in a
database or another. A real estimation of the database must be performed before
bibliometric indicators building.
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